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The COVID-19 Detect and Protect
Challenge is a joint innovation challenge
launched in mid-April by the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP) and
Hackster.io.

COVID-19 
Detect & Protect
Challenge Winners

Moving quickly was crucial, particularly to respond to the
evolving nature of COVID-19. The Challenge featured
rolling deadlines in order to identify promising solutions
quickly. Rotating panels of experts – from the tech,
development and healthcare communities – evaluated
solutions as they were submitted. Weekly Impact Winners
were announced, with solutions promoted across
countries. 

Viability / Deployability: The cost and scalability of the project. Does the solution translate to real-world benefits,
particularly in developing country contexts? 
Project Story / Instructions: Do they show how they created their project, including images, screenshots, and/or a
video demonstration of the solution working as intended? 
Documentation: Did they include working code, CAD files, design files, schematics and/or additional documentation?
Creativity: The idea doesn’t have to be original, but it should be creative.
Open Source Assessment: Is the project fully open source? The solution must not include proprietary software or
hardware that is difficult or expensive to obtain and/or use. 
Impact: Does the solution have the potential to help reduce the overall impact of COVID-19 on communities? Does it
translate to real-world benefits, particularly in developing country contexts?

Winning submissions were judged on these criteria: 
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

OUR 
PARTNERS

Impact
Winners

Grand Prize
Winners

Community
Choice Award

Weekly Impact Winners
were chosen over 5 weeks
plus 2 bonus rounds.

WINNERS 
& AWARDS 1 community choice award

voted by our awesome
Hackster extended network.

9 Grand Prize winners
were  chosen by a panel of
judges.

https://sgtechcentre.undp.org/content/sgtechcentre/en/home/covid19detectprotect/
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Detects fevers with a professional
body thermometer which can be
modified to be contactless.

Solar-powered, self-sustaining,
touch-less soap and water
dispenser to help wash hands.

Collects real-time, on-the-ground,
contact less body temperature
information using custom-built
contact less smart thermometers.

Selfcheck Contactless
Accurate Body Thermometer

Hands-Free Soap, Water
and Paper Towel Dispenser Project Theia

Allows people to interact with
electronics such as lights, fans,
elevators, etc. using gestures
instead of touch.

Long range, low-cost, low-energy
remote monitoring of at-risk
patients, such as suspected
COVID-19 infections.

Modeled on a traffic light to control
the customer population remotely.

Intangible Surface Global Scale Remote
Health Monitor

Esp8266 Shop Door
Assistant

Auditus and Gladius

Uses sensors to notify users in
close proximity to others, time
hand washing, and monitor  body
temperature.

Uses AI to spot and analyse
respiratory symptoms using open
source technologies and costs only
$1 to make.

An environmentally friendly and
contactless vending machine for
cleaning products.

Connected Visor Digital Stethoscope AI Ecofill

https://www.hackster.io/vaclav-jirovsky/selfcheck-contactless-accurate-body-thermometer-8afda4?auth_token=f0100dcd72c40a0ebc982e721a67ad4c
https://www.hackster.io/Sadranyi/hands-free-soap-water-and-paper-towel-dispenser-3baaba?auth_token=d65cedc46d8980eeca960ef16912dcc3
https://www.hackster.io/karakoram/project-theia-99770d?auth_token=42e0c644182188e7e9ba6ceaf9e020a9
https://www.hackster.io/eivholt/global-scale-remote-health-monitor-4d9064?auth_token=00383f9152b503754d6a865df392547a
https://www.hackster.io/HarryAnderson/esp8266-shop-door-assistant-7db43c?auth_token=a1993498622d515397a6c16419f8f38d
https://www.hackster.io/usavswapnil/intangible-surface-dd262b?auth_token=e106a94884148a6e7a1aa817d7871546
https://www.hackster.io/mixpose/digital-stethoscope-ai-1e0229
https://www.hackster.io/dannimakes/ecofill-reuse-and-refill-bottles-on-this-vending-machine-e48297?auth_token=009aacf73dc929ea6dd42fb9c0fdcb4c
https://www.hackster.io/yayi-make/connected-visor-0bc25d
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Using an ultrasonic sensor, the
dispenser is able to detect motion
and accordingly dispense an
alcohol sanitizer.

Easily turn any container into an
automatic hand sanitiser
dispenser using a simple transistor
and infrared proximity sensor.

Automatic Alochol
Dispenser

Automatic Hand
Sanitiser Dispenser

Detects whether or not a person is
wearing a face mask, especially
useful to check mask-wearing in
public spaces.

Authorised Entry Using
Face Mask Detection

This mask deactivates and
destroys bacteria and viruses using
a combination of UV-rays and
electrostatic charge.

Auditus is an open-source app that
helps front line staff to
communicate  while wearing
Gladius, a 3D printable respirator
mask.

Anti-COVID19 Active
Mask Auditus and Gladius

Using a 3D printer, hospitals can
print affordable face shields to
support the efforts of front-line
workers.

3-D Printed Face
Shields

A Web-Driven Carrier Robot
controlled by a joypad and camera
that can transport emergency
supplies to infected patients.

P3psi

Community
Choice
Award

Grand Prize Winners

https://www.hackster.io/rahulkhanna/covid-19-authorized-entry-using-face-mask-detection-37ad77?auth_token=b5757607dcdd53d80526587b01937e22
https://www.hackster.io/whitebank/automatic-alcohol-dispenser-with-arduino-e26f2e?auth_token=2e0402af40d0d96004ab6c941394fe21
https://www.hackster.io/taifur/automatic-hand-sanitizer-dispenser-no-arduino-ce852c?auth_token=6632e79caf9b6bf5be405ad673471948
https://www.hackster.io/_m0sfet_/anti-covid19-active-mask-27440a?auth_token=6acdb11a53c5b1fbe6e37b444276fd7b
https://www.hackster.io/lukamali/auditus-and-gladius-d38795?auth_token=60fcbdc60df52e3db004ef04ee6bb69f
https://www.hackster.io/Nyceane/3d-printed-face-shields-64bb62?auth_token=944163e29c967eae1a139b8bc37a5034
https://www.hackster.io/343328/p3psi-a-web-driven-covid-19-carrier-robot-eab65a
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A tele-operated robot which can
disinfect public spaces using
Ultraviolent light at designated
time intervals.

Produces electrolysed salt water,
an all-purpose sanitiser, at very low
cost and low-resource.

Disinfecting Robot Electrolyzed Water
Disinfectant Device

Uses AI to spot and analyse
respiratory symptoms using open
source technologies and costs only
$1 to make.

Digital Stethoscope AI

Measures people's temperature in
an entire specified area without
any contact and is based on
Panasonic’s MEMS technology.

Uses Artificial Intelligence for
cough analysis to find the unique
bio-signals of the COVID-19 cough
and calculate the probability of a
COVID-19 infection.

CoroFence Thermal
Detector DetectNow

Uses sensors to notify users in
close proximity to others, time
hand washing, and monitor  body
temperature.

Connected Visor

Checks the body temperature of
people entering a building from a
distance and uploads the results to
a cloud storage platform.

Aids the elderly to contact their
families and loved ones, especially
in medical emergencies, by the
touch of a button.

Provides people with hand
washing facilities in public spaces
without the need to come into
contact with the faucet.

Automatic Water and
Soap Tank

Autonomous Infrared
Contactless Thermometer Big Red Button

Click on the images for more information

https://www.hackster.io/mixpose/digital-stethoscope-ai-1e0229
https://www.hackster.io/tharindu-liyanage/disinfecting-robot-with-ultraviolet-lights-e723c3
https://www.hackster.io/350089/electrolyzed-water-disinfectant-device-27d130?auth_token=3ddd6cadd4076875186124c0b5bc253a
https://www.hackster.io/dasdata/corofence-thermal-detector-f4436f?auth_token=59065950f0a6fb880e5c1c411d6d5386
https://www.hackster.io/detectnow/detectnow-e1af26?auth_token=413a2ed710a8e67c32f37c98e341507e%22
https://www.hackster.io/yayi-make/connected-visor-0bc25d
https://www.hackster.io/abdulazeezshobajo/automatic-hand-sensing-water-and-soap-tank-with-tap-381194?auth_token=7decf0f7198de7eb3aaba586fba2e1c2
https://www.hackster.io/abhimuk18/diy-ir-contact-less-thermometer-an-iot-device-885c8f?auth_token=82ecca5c3d0f8bfbbcb6cbb95b3ad350
https://www.hackster.io/murthysiddhant/big-red-button-ed73a7?auth_token=2b553f0a871d1e72e50f0cd9943f1f40
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This  low-cost,  multipurpose kiosk
can be installed at the entrance of
public spaces to monitor the
temperature of citizens.

This tool helps to minimise contact
with surfaces such as door
handles, knobs and touch screens.

Temperature and Mask
Check

Touchless All-in-one
Tool for COVID-19

A Web-Driven Carrier Robot
controlled by a joypad and camera
that can transport emergency
supplies to infected patients.

P3psi

An USB-powered pulse oximeter
device to help people  get more
accurate information about their
current condition.

Open-Source Pulse
Oximeter

Through a method called loop-
mediated isothermal amplification
(LAMP), healthcare staff will be able
to estimate the progress of the
disease.

The Pocket LAMP

Connects to your phone allowing
individuals to monitor body
temperature on the go.

Portable Thermometer

Solar-powered, self-sustaining,
touch-less soap and water
dispenser to help  wash hands.

Uses dry heat and UVGI to
disinfect disposable face masks to
make disposable masks much
safer to reuse.

Face Masks
Disinfection Device

Hands-Free Soap, Water and
Paper Towel Dispenser

Monitors health metrics such as
body temperature and heart rate
and also employs Bluetooth to
track an individual's exposure to
high density areas.

Health Monitoring
Bracelet

Click on the images for more information

https://www.hackster.io/sakshambhutani2001/touchfree-automated-temperature-checkup-and-mask-detection-2cc337?auth_token=15775dcd209823a0e267d6881b6d2f22
https://www.hackster.io/cyborgash122/fea-optimised-novel-touch-less-all-in-one-tool-for-covid-19-ceb2d6?auth_token=d886cf7598801d873954e64d60d8ddf3
https://www.hackster.io/343328/p3psi-a-web-driven-covid-19-carrier-robot-eab65a
https://www.hackster.io/gatoninja236/open-source-pulse-oximeter-for-covid-19-4764c5?auth_token=fbf9f06c60f962a9a20e6710a1fd4b11&mc_cid=3f6a18ff1c&mc_eid=da2d2b605c
https://www.hackster.io/dnhkng/the-pocket-lamp-illuminating-sars-cov-2-3a1d17?auth_token=7377fa99fef59add0632b3e3cfaf5bf4
https://www.hackster.io/sekolahrobot/portable-thermometer-with-android-device-f2f3e8?auth_token=519880762a66e65167e5f7a5e15914cf
https://www.hackster.io/needlab/face-masks-disinfection-device-needlab-3ed2f5?auth_token=65986074600085d5de5ae76b70644425&mc_cid=3f6a18ff1c&mc_eid=da2d2b605c
https://www.hackster.io/Sadranyi/hands-free-soap-water-and-paper-towel-dispenser-3baaba?auth_token=d65cedc46d8980eeca960ef16912dcc3
https://www.hackster.io/Jade7272/the-covid-19-detect-protect-health-monitor-a343aa?auth_token=f62720ae3fb3a4546395ef7f78e546ea
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We are  actively seeking partners  to work with us on using digital and
technology to tackle global issues. Get in touch:

REGISTRY.SG@UNDP.ORG WEBSITE @UNDPTECH

LET'S 
COLLABORATE
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A small  disposable  electronic
device that is worn on a user's
wrist and will emit a small,
harmless electric pulse when the
hand gets too close to the face.

This tunnel can disinfect one's
clothing in only fifteen seconds.

ShockBIT Smart Disinfection and
Sanitation Tunnel

Detect if an individual is wearing a
mask as well as automatically
sanitise their hands and shoes.

SaniStation

A low cost contact tracing app
embedded in a  low-cost  wearable
band that enables social
distancing, reports active cases
and alerts potential exposure.

This non-invasive transducer
serves as a respiration sensor
which can be used to anayse
various health metrics.

Trace X Respiration Sensor

Turns any container of water into a
faucet which you don't need to
touch with your hands.

Touchless Faucet

Click on the images for more information

https://www.hackster.io/Nyceane/3d-printed-face-shields-64bb62?auth_token=944163e29c967eae1a139b8bc37a5034
https://www.hackster.io/yugn27/smart-disinfection-and-sanitation-tunnel-aefe50?auth_token=9f5e4fef24e7e50d7a3d2f26bab58372
https://www.hackster.io/jcasoft/sanistation-face-mask-detect-sanitize-station-for-covid-19-a8b120?auth_token=d4993ec7ca89c206278eccbd15278322
mailto://registry.sg@undp.org
https://sgtechcentre.undp.org/content/sgtechcentre/en/home/area-of-focus/smart-cities-and-digitalisation.html
https://twitter.com/undptech
https://www.hackster.io/rajajothir/automatic-faucet-touchless-using-arduino-for-covid-19-369b18
https://www.hackster.io/mithun-das/tracex-contact-tracing-social-distancing-ecosystem-d46b62?auth_token=a402e98b162d0763fb2ebf3e7b51a0e4
https://www.hackster.io/marco-polo-sauza-aguirre/breathing-sensor-1-respiration-sensor-1b18de?auth_token=fc1405cf6d3c33220ab8ac956b8149bc

